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ABSTRACT In this note we define and discuss some properties of partition of unity on

*-inductive limits of topological vector spaces. We prove that if a partition of unity exists

on a *-inductive limit space of a collection of topological vector spaces, then it is

isomorphic and homeomorphic to a subspace of a *-direct sum of topological vector spaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
M. De Wilde [1] introduced the concept of partition of unity in an inductive limit

space of a family of locally convex spaces which extends the usual partition of unity in

function spaces. Around the same time S.O. Iyahen [2] introduced *-inductive limits of

topological vector spaces, not necessarily locally convex, as a generalisation of inductive

limits. In this paper, we consider the notion of partition of unity in *-inductive limit

spaces of topological vector spaces and obtain some useful results some of which are

analogous to De Wilde’s results in [1]. In section 2, we briefly discuss the well-known

concept of F-semi-norms in topological vector spaces. The details may be found in [6]. In

section 3, we define the concept of partition of unity in *-inductive limit and using this,

obtain a family of F--semi-norms defining the *-inductive limit topology. Finally we

conclude with a representation theorem of *-inductive limit space with a partition of

unity.
We prove that if a partition of unity exists on a *-inductive limit space of a collection of

topological vector spaces, then it is isomorphic and homeomorphic to a subspace of a

*--direct sum of topological vector spaces.
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2. F-SEMI-NORMS
Let E be a vector space over k where k is the field real or complex numbers.

DEFIIITI01 2.1

An F--semi-norm on E is a mapping v" E- such that

(i) x) _> 0 for all x E E;
(ii) ,lx) _< x) for x E d for [[ 1;

(iii) x+y) x) + y) for x, y E;
(iv) for each x e E, g(]x) 0 ] 0.

Suppose that V {a" a e A } is a fly of Fe-norms on E. Then V determines a

hne topology on E. A be of -nghbourhoods of the ofin in E consists of sets of

the form

Uv ’v ’v ’e ={x E’vaj(x)< e,j=l,2,...,k}

where is an bitrary positive number and al, , an is any fite subcotion of

V. Also, it is cle that each a e V is ontinuous d is the tology on E

deterned by the fly Q of ontinuous Fe-norms on E. In fact,
Femi-norm e Q if and oy if, for each > 0 there sts a > 0 d a fite collection

al , an of V such that

Conversely, we have the fofiowing:
TRE0E 2.1

A vector space topology on E c Mways be deterned by a fly of Femi-norms.

Proof: s [6], chapter 1, Proposition 2.

3. PARTITION OF UNITY:
Let (E, r) be the *-inductive fit of a fly of topolocM vtor spaces (Ei, i) I,

index fly, relative to fine maps u E E. Suppose fther that the index set is

rected and that for each pr inces i, I th < j, there is a continuous line map

vii E gj such that u uj o vij.
ngrT0g 3.1 A ptition of uty on E is defined to be a fly of 5ne maps

(Ti) (i e I), T E Ei, wch satisfi the foong ntions.

(i) Tiou is continuous for each pr (iQ).

(ii) For each e I, Tiou 0 except for a fite number of I.

(iii) i uiTi is the identity map on E.

Remark: We note that the contion (i) is eqvMent to the fofiowing contion:

(i) each T E E is continuous.

Example 3.2 Suppose (E, r) is the inductive limit of locally convex spaces (Ei,

(i e I) with {Ti} (i e I) is a partition of unity of (E,r). Then since r is coarser than the
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*-inductive limit topology r* on E, it follows that {Ti} (i E I) is also a partition of unity of

Let {En} (n 1,2,...) be a sequence of topological vector spaces, E be

the *--direct sum of the En’S as defined in [2], and let {Pn} (n 1,2,...) be the projection

N
maps of E onto En. Then, E is the *-inductive limit of the sequence ( $ Ei}

i=l

(N 1,2,...) and the maps {Pn} constitute a partition of unity.

We now consider some properties of the *-inductive limit space (E, v) with a

partition of unity {Ti} (i I) but first some notations.

For each E I, let Pi be a family of F-semi-norms on Ei. Then Pi determines a linear

topology r on E and let Qi {v’al a Pi} be the family of all r.-continuousl
F-semi-norms on Ei. For each collection of F--semi-norms {v? v.a e Qi} (i e I) and

each set of positive real numbers {ci} e I, we define a non-negative real-valued

function s on E by the equation
0"

S(x) Z c
iEI

(wix) for xe E. (3.1)

is a well-defined, F-semi-norm on E. By II we denote theIt is easy to verify that a
for every collection of and s.family of all such F-semi-norms z

XEORM 3.4 The *-inductive limit topology v on E is given by the family II

of F-semi-norms s defined by the equation 3.1.

PROOF Let vii be the linear topology on E generated by the collection II We

have to prove that v vii. We will do this in two steps. First, to prove that vii is coarser

than v, it is sufficient to show that each uj" (Ej, vj)-, (E, vii is continuous. See [4]. Now

each uj is continuous, if and only if for any rse II, r ouj E.-j [R is continuous

In fact, for each x El,

Z cr (ujx)=
iEI

(Tiujx)’
But Touj is equal to 0 except for a finite number of indices E I.

LetJ={iE ITiouj0}.
Now each Tiou-j is continuous from E-j into E and so u.a J’(Tiu-) is r.-contnuous Thus we

is continuous. From that t followsuj c (v? (Tiouj)) and so rocan write rro uj

that vii c_

For each x E,

_( Z ’(uiTlx)-
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Now ,oU is a ri--continuous F-semi-norm on E and so belongs to Qi" Hence

(x) _< Z(VoUi)(Tix
S(x).

Here ,oui} (i e I), and c 1 for each e I. This implies that the identity map (E,

rl])- (E, r) is continuous and so r is coarser that rl] as required. This completes the proof.

COROLLAY 3.5 If each E (i e I) is separated, then (E, r) is separated.

TJEOREI 3.6 If B is a bounded set in E, then Tib 0 except for a finite

number of indices E I. Hence B is bounded in E if and only if there exists a continuous

linear mapping T from E onto some E such that B uiTB.
The proof is analogous to that of the corresponding result in ([1], p3) and so is omitted

here.
C0I,0LLtRY 3.7 If each {Ei} is sequentially complete, then E is sequentially

complete.
PROOF: Let Xn be a Cauchy sequence in E. Then Xn is a bounded set in

E, and so, by theorem 3.6, there exists a continuous linear mapping T from E into some E

such that Xn} u TXn}.
Since a continuous linear mapping from one topological vector space into another takes

Cauchy sequences to Cauchy sequences, Txn is a Cauchy sequence in Ei. Now E is

sequentially complete, and so TXn converges to a point x say in Ei. Therefore u TXn}
converges to u x, since u is a continuous linear mapping. Therefore Xn converges to a

point in E. Hence the result.

At present it is not known whether the completeness of each (Ei, ri) implies the

can becompleteness of E,r). Lastly we prove that the collection of numbers in ofl]
chosen in an economical way. An useful application of this is given in [4].

PROPOSITIOI 3.8 Let ’ {c c _> 1}. IfII’ denotes all F--semi-norms

of the form l], for various collections of and ’, then rll rii, where riI and rl], denote

the topology generated by ]] and II’ respectively.
PROOF It is obvious that l’ c_ l] and so it is clear that rIi, is coarser than

Conversely let U be a rH-neighbourhood of the origin in E. Then V contains a set V of the

form

V {xe E: :(x) < e; n 1,2,...m; e > 0} where an(x)
n

Z ci(n)(n)(Tix

Now let for any real number r, [r] denote the greatest integer _< r then

and if we denote r’n {[c n + 1}, then it is easy to see that e, (x) for all x E. So we
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have U-9 V_9 V’, where V’ {x E E: , n(x) < e; n 1,2,...,m, >0} is a
n

rll,-neighbourhood of the origin. Thus we have rll is coarser than rl]" and so rII
4. DIRECT SUM
In this section we give an analogue of a representation theorem given by D. Keim in [3].
Let (E, r) be the *-inductive limit of topological vector spaces (Ei, ri) (i E I) relative to

linear maps u E E. Suppose, further that, a partition of unity {Ti} is defined on

(E, r). Then we have the following representation theorem.

THv.0tv.M 4.1 (E, r) is isomorphic and homeomorphic to a subspace of a

*-direct sum of topological vector spaces.
PROOF: Define a linear map from (E, r) into the *-direct sum of E: as

follows"

ii E given by (x) (Wix) for x eE E.

This mapping is well-defined and one-to-one since {Ti} satisfies the conditions (ii) and

(iii) of partition of unity respectively. It is easy to check that is a linear map and so, is

an isomorphism. Moreover that is continuous is shown as follows.

By condition (ii) of partition of unity, Tiou 0 except for a finite number of e and for

each fixed I. Let l, i2, n be the finite number of indices such that Tikou 0

Z IikOTik)O uj is the injection mapfor k 1,2,...,n. Then oUj where Iik of

iiEi Now for each ik, k 1,2,...,m, IikOTik ouj is continuous by condition (i) of

partition of unity and continuity of each Iik, k 1,2,...,n. Therefore oUj is continuous for

each e I. Consequently is continuous [5], as required.

Conversely, let ’ be a linear map defined by ’ . E E
ieI

’ (xi)= ui(xi)"

This is well-defined since x 0 except for a finite number of e I. Moreover, ’ is linear

and ’ (E) -1. Also, ’ oI u is continuous from Ej E for each

e I. Hence ’ is continuous. Thus is an isomorphism and a homeomorphism from E

onto ZEi.iI
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